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ABSTRACT 
A theorem on the Niirlund summability of double Fourier series has been established; it gener- 
alizes various known results. 
1. Let f(x,y) be a function of (x,y), periodic with respect to x and with 
respect to y, in each case with period 27r, and summable in the rectangle Q 
(- R <XC II, - 71 <y c K). The Fourier series of f(x,y) be given by 
(1.1) 
f&Y) - f Am,n[am, n cos mx cos ny + b,,, sin mx cos ny + 
m,n=O 
+ cm, n cos mx sin ny + d,,,, n sin mx sin ny], 
where 
1 $ for m=O, n=O [or m=n=O], Im,n= + for m>O, n=O or m=O, n>O, 1 for m>O, n>O, 
and 
am,n = cos mx cos ny dx dy, 
and so on. 
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We write 
W,Y) = $44 W,Y) = +m +x, v +u) +f(u +x, v -u) + 
+f(u-x,v+y)+f(u-x,v-y)-4s], 
@P(w)= d dsi IO(s,Oldt, 
&z(x) = -&- ; pk 
sin (m-k++)x 
m k=O sin +x ’ 
K”(Y) = 
sin (n-k+ j)y 
sin +y * 
Let (pm} and (qn) be a sequence of constants, real or complex, and let us 
write 
Pm =po +p1 +p2 + . . . +pm, 
and 
Qn=qo+q1+q2+...+qn. 
The double series C ,” =O c ,“= 0 am, n with the sequence of partial sums {Sm,n} is 
said to be summable (N, pm, qn) if 
t m,n= t i 
p=o v=o 
pm-;qn~vsp’v , (P,,,, Qn#O), 
m n 
exists as (m,n)-+oo. 
It is known that the method is regular. 
2. In 1948 Siddiqi [3] proved the following theorems. 
THEOREM A. If 
Q(t)= 5 I@(u)Idu=o 
0 [logt/t)l’asf~+o~ 
then the Fourier series C,“=, An(t), at t =x, is summable (H) tof(x). 
He also proved the corresponding theorem for the conjugate Fourier series 
C ,“= r l&(t). His theorem concerning the conjugate series is: 
THEOREM B. If 
Y(t)= J I&)Idu=o 
0 
then the conjugate Fourier series C ;= r h(t) is summable (H) to 
& [ t&t) cot +t dt, 
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at points where this integral exists. Dealing with topics in this group, Pati [2] 
has proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM C. If (N,pn) be a regular Norlund method, defined by a real, 
non-negative, monotonic non-increasing sequence of coefficients (I)~} such that 
Pn+m, and log n = O(Pn), as n--+m, then, if 
@J(l)= j I@(u)Idu=o + [ 1 , as t-t +0, 0 T 
the Fourier series of f(t), at t=x, is summable (N,pn) tof(x). 
The object of the present paper is to generalize the above theorem C to a 
more general class of Norlund summability for double Fourier series. Thus our 
theorem generalizes the above theorem C in two ways. We prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM: If (N, pm, qn) be a regular Norlund method, defined by real non- 
negative, non-increasing sequences {pm} and {qn), such that P,,,-+w and 
&-+a, then, if 
@(x,y)= j&-j I@(s,t)Idt=o PO= 0 0 1 4w QWY) ’ 
then the double Fourier series of the functionf(x,y) is summable (iV, pm, qn) to 
thesumSatx=uandy=v. 
We shall require the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem. 
LEMMA 1 (i) [l]. If {pm} is non-negative and non-increasing, then for 
Osasbsm, OSXS~, and any m, 
1 i pkei(m-k)xI SKP(lh), 
k=o 
where K is an absolute constant. 
(ii) 111. If {qn} is non-negative and non-increasing, then for 0 I a 5 b 5 03, 
Oly~n and any n, 
k=a 
where K is an absolute constant. 
LEMMA 2 (i) [4]. If (pm} is non-negative and non-increasing, then for 
Orarbrw, O<x~n, and any m, 
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(ii) 141. If (qn} is non-negative and non-increasing, then for OS~S b I 00, 
O<y~n, and any n, 
I i qk sin@-k++)y k=a sin +y 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 0~ 6~ TT and 0~ y< n and suppose that tm,n denotes the Nijrlund 
transform of the double Fourier series (1 .l), then 






11 =O[mn g d Iw~Y)IwYl 
=o[mn@(1/m, l/n)] 
since mp,,, I Pm and nqn I Q,,. 
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By Lemma 2, we have 
Lastly, 
13 = i i @(x,y)Km(xKnWdW 
f5 Y 
13=0(l), 
by Riemann-Lebesgue theorem and regularity conditions of the method of 
summability. 
Thus we have, 
z1+z2+5=0(1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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